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play

water the plants

busy

ants

a gate

a garden

a daughter

a dad
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This is Anna. She’s only eight.

She’s in her garden, playing by the gate.

Her dad’s there, too, watering the plants,

but Anna’s very busy looking at the ants.



Animals help us every day. 

You’ll see we need them in lots of ways.

Animals help us every day.

We need them in lots of ways.

Dogs can help people

who cannot see

and make good pets

for you and me.

Camels take people

across the land,

with little water,

through the dry sand.

Dolphins save people 

from the deep sea.

Swimmers, sailors—

don’t you agree?

Animals help us every day.

So, we need them in lots of ways.

Animals help us every day.

They’re our friends in lots of ways.
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L    What are they doing?

 0                                               He is ................................ her a photo.

 1                                               They’re ............................. out to sea.

 2                                               He’s .................................. .

 3                                               He’s ................................. the plants.

 4                                               He’s .................................. on a banana skin.

 5                                               He’s ................................. .

 6                                               He’s ................................. home.

showing 
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M   Look, write and match the rhyming words!

   

 0   ...............

 1   ...............

 2   ...............

 3   ...............

 4   ...............

   

a   ...............

 b   ...............

 c   ...............

 d   ...............

 e   ...............

grey

play

 0   ...............  1   ...............  2   ...............  3   ...............  4   ...............  b



Storytime Readers is a series of
storybooks especially designed to
provide easy and enjoyable reading
practice. They have been carefully
graded into three stages and have been
written in a way that will help teachers to
use them as plays, thus providing an
early introduction to drama as a means
of learning.

Storytime Readers tell tales of
friendship, trust, family loyalty, kindness
and love using colourful illustrations,
dramatised audio recordings and
engaging animations to stimulate the
imagination of the pupils and encourage
them to explore the wonderful world of the
English language through literature, poetry
and drama.

Storytime Readers − Components

 1   Pupil’s Book
 2  Teacher’s Edition
 3   DIGI MATERIAL
      Cross-platform application
      (Android, iOS, macOS, Windows)

ISBN 978-1-84325-793-6


